The eddy-driven and subtropical jets are two dynamically distinct features of the midlatitude uppertroposphere circulation that are often merged into a single zonal wind maximum. Nonetheless, the potential for a distinct double-jet state in the atmosphere exists, particularly in the winter hemisphere, and presents a unique zonal-mean flow with two waveguides and an interjet region with a weakened potential vorticity gradient upon which Rossby waves may be generated, propagate, reflect, and break.
Introduction
The identification of the subtropical and eddy-driven jets as two related, but separate and distinct, features of the midlatitude atmosphere has received increasing research attention over the past decade (Lee and Kim 2003; Kim and Lee 2004; Vallis 2006) . The classical approach to the general circulation of the midlatitude atmosphere is to describe the movement of a single ''jet stream'' corresponding to the single maximum in zonalmean zonal wind. However, this single-jet-stream perspective muddles the strong underlying dynamics of two dynamically distinct jets. The interaction of these jets may have important implications for midlatitude dynamics, including low-frequency variability (Gerber and Vallis 2007; Vallis and Gerber 2008; Woollings et al. 2010; Barnes and Hartmann 2011) and long-term trends of the midlatitude climate (Polvani and Kushner 2002; Kushner and Polvani 2004; Archer and Caldeira 2008) . Here, we step back and consider the maintenance of meridionally separate, but interdependent, eddy-driven and subtropical jets from the perspective of the generation, propagation, and breaking of atmospheric waves.
Observations of an upper-tropospheric splitting of the zonal-mean zonal wind into an eddy-driven and subtropical jet occur in both the Northern Hemisphere (Bordi et al. 2007 ) and the Southern Hemisphere (Williams et al. 2007) winters. In the zonally asymmetric climatology, splitting of the subtropical and eddy-driven jets occurs often in regions such as the North Atlantic, where it has been related to the positive phase of the annular mode (Vallis and Gerber 2008) . In the Southern Hemisphere, the regional separation of the jets between the South Pacific and eastern Australia during austral winter is referred to as the ''Southern Hemisphere split jet'' (Bals-Elsholz et al. 2001) .
The appearance of a midlatitude double jet is often associated with the wintertime hemisphere where both strong seasonality and the development of a stratospheric polar night jet play significant roles in the generation and propagation of atmospheric Rossby waves. Tropospheric baroclinicity grows in winter because of increasing meridional temperature gradients, increasing the strength of the eddy-driven jet in wintertime. The wintertime eddy generation region, along with the eddydriven jet, have also been shown to be strongly dependent on the strength of the stratospheric polar vortex (Kushner and Polvani 2004; Bordi et al. 2007 ). Additionally, these two features of the wintertime hemisphere have been shown to influence the location of the subtropical and eddy-driven jets. The Hadley circulation shifts toward the summer hemisphere along with the subtropical jet at its boundary. Meanwhile, a strong stratospheric wintertime polar vortex is connected to a poleward shift of the latitude of surface westerlies and the eddy-driven jet (Polvani and Kushner 2002) .
The separation and merger of the subtropical and eddy-driven jets have been found to be associated with the positive and negative phases of the annular modes, respectively (Gerber and Vallis 2009; Vallis et al. 2004; Monahan and Fyfe 2008; Eichelberger and Hartmann 2007) . The annular modes describe the shifting of mass between the polar and midlatitude regions and are the dominant mode of variability within either hemisphere. The trigger for a shift in phase and the maintenance of that phase, from say a single-jet state to a sustained double-jet state, is still an open question. A number of studies point to the role of Rossby waves in the maintenance of the double-jet atmosphere (Lee and Kim 2003; Kim and Lee 2004) .
The mechanisms driving the tropospheric jets are tied closely to the generation, propagation, and breaking of eddies originating in the storm tracks. Wave-mean flow interaction originates in mathematical arguments in which waves interact nonlinearly to produce fluxes of momentum and heat that can accelerate or decelerate the mean flow.
The double jet provides a unique opportunity to address wave-mean flow interaction where there are two distinct mean-flow regimes. For instance, novel wave dynamics described as interjet disturbances (IJD) by Kim and Lee (2004) within the region between the eddydriven and subtropical jet cores has been found to arise from mechanisms separate from standard baroclinic waves.
Previous work by O'Rourke and Vallis (2013, hereafter OV13) found that the interaction of the two jets on a barotropic b plane can be associated with a wavemean flow interaction involving eddies generated in the baroclinic region and their wavelength-dependent propagation into the region of the subtropical jet. Long waves, defined as those with zonal wavenumbers 1-5, were found to contribute to a merger of the subtropical and eddy-driven jets. Meanwhile, short waves, wavenumbers 6-10, were confined to the region of forcing by both turning and critical latitudes, thus leading to a sharpening of the eddy-driven jet and little interaction with the subtropical jet.
OV13 conjectured that the difference between longwave and short-wave interaction with the jet system was the result of different instability mechanisms as well as constraints on meridional propagation. Short waves were directly forced by stirring of the vorticity field and produced a pattern of eddy-momentum flux convergence similar to that expected from baroclinic instability in the atmosphere. Long waves, on the other hand, had centers of eddy momentum flux convergence within the interjet region and on the jet flanks. Long-wave eddy momentum flux divergence occurred at the cores of both the subtropical and eddy-driven jets-a stark contrast to that of short waves. The location of long-wave generation corresponds to the region of strongest meridional shear in the mean zonal flow. The influence of long waves on the mean flow is to decelerate the jet core, accelerate the jet flanks, and thus widen and weaken the jets.
This paper is an expansion of the work of OV13 to an idealized stratified, spherical domain, which includes organically occurring baroclinic instability within the storm tracks. We specifically focus on the influence of long and short waves in the maintenance of the atmospheric double jet on the sphere. We ask the question to what extent do long-and short-wave eddy momentum fluxes differ in the midlatitude troposphere, and what role, if any, does reflection play in the confinement of short-wave eddy activity. Within a range of double-jet mean states, we investigate the extent to which long waves exhibit a characteristic pattern of long-wave eddy momentum flux convergence that acts to blend the two jets while short waves, restricted by reflecting regions between the two jets, enhance the eddy-driven jet.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 covers the dry, primitive equation spherical model and the suite of experimental parameters chosen to develop a number of double-and single-jet atmospheric states. Section 3 describes the linear theory for limits of Rossby wave propagation originally developed in OV13 and modified here for the sphere. These bounds on the zonal phase speed are then applied to the results of an idealized primitive equations model on the sphere in section 4. A composite analysis looking at the development and maintenance of a double-jet structure in a given integration is discussed in section 6. A summary of our conclusions and discussion on future work is given in section 7.
Model and experiments
We consider the effects of Rossby wave propagation on midlatitude jet dynamics using a modification of the Held-Suarez primitive equations model with an extended stratosphere following Polvani and Kushner (2002) . The model used here is run at T42 resolution with 40 vertical layers. The model implements a sponge layer at the top of the atmosphere. Details of this sponge layer can be found in the appendix of Polvani and Kushner (2002) . Analysis is performed over the last 9728 days, neglecting the first 1536 days of spinup. In addition to the increase in vertical model layers of the original Held-Suarez model, the model includes two major modifications to the basic state. These modifications are summarized by two parameters: g, which controls the strength of the stratospheric polar vortex, and «, which controls the seasonality.
a. Stratospheric polar vortex strength g
The strength of the stratospheric polar vortex is controlled through the equilibrium stratospheric temperature and lapse rate. As in Polvani and Kushner (2002) , the equilibrium stratospheric temperature as a function of pressure and latitude is given by
where T US is the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1979 (COESA 1979 , and
is the equilibrium polar vortex temperature with constant lapse rate g. The weighting function W(f) is the same as that of (A2) in Polvani and Kushner (2002) and is given by
where the transition between a stratospheric temperature given by the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1979 (COESA 1979 T US ( p) and one with a constant lapse rate given by g is located at f 0 5 508 and the width of the transition region is df 5 108. The parameter g is presented throughout this paper in units of kelvins per kilometer. While g is a lapse rate, we refer to it as the stratospheric polar vortex parameter, as this is the dynamical result of changing the stratospheric lapse rate and the phenomenon we are directly interested in. The weighting function limits our perturbation of the stratospheric temperature to the Northern Hemisphere only. We can then increase the stratospheric lapse rate of the Northern Hemisphere by adjusting g such that a larger g is associated with a stronger vertical temperature gradient between the tropopause, the location which is determined by the equilibrium relaxation temperature, and the uppermost levels of the model. Additionally, the transition region as controlled by the weighting function W(f) in (3) leads to a horizontal temperature gradient along a given pressure surface. This horizontal temperature gradient, through the thermal wind relationship, leads to a strong jet in the stratosphere. This jet is similar to the subtropical jet in the troposphere as it is driven by a relaxation of the temperature and exists in the absence of eddies, unlike the eddy-driven jet. Therefore, increasing the vertical lapse rate g leads to a stronger meridional temperature gradient along a constant pressure surface and, thus, a stronger stratospheric polar vortex.
As a larger g is associated with a colder pool of air aloft over the North Pole in this model, we can view model regimes with large g as more winterlike. In addition to a large g, the wintertime circulation is also associated with a shift in the tropospheric equilibrium profile as controlled by «.
b. Seasonal asymmetry
Chan and Plumb (2009) modified the idealized model of Polvani and Kushner (2002) to include fixed seasonality by changing the surface equilibrium temperatures. Chan and Plumb (2009) add an asymmetric heating component to the equilibrium temperature profile given by
where
Here, d y 5 10 K, d z 5 50 K, p 0 5 1000 hPa, T 0 5 315 K, and T T 5 200 K are constants. The additional heating term « sinf adds heat asymmetrically to one hemisphere or the other, depending on the sign of the seasonality parameter «. We can then obtain a simulated Northern Hemisphere winter by increasing « . 0. We vary « across four values ranging from no asymmetrical heating between the hemispheres (equinox conditions) for « 5 0 K and a relatively strong Northern Hemispheric winter regime with « 5 30 K. The location of maximum surface heating moves to the Southern Hemisphere with increasing «, with the greatest distance off equator being at 228S.
c. Obtaining a double-jet basic state
Both the seasonal asymmetry « and stratospheric jet strength g parameters have a strong influence on the location and magnitude of the tropospheric jets (Polvani and Kushner 2002; Kushner and Polvani 2004; Chan and Plumb 2009 ). As such, we use these parameters as knobs to attain a wide variety of single-and double-jet states following the mindset of OV13. In OV13, the locations of the eddy-driven and subtropical jets were controlled directly through the location of a zonally symmetric wavemaker and Newtonian relaxation to a basic state.
We are using these parameters « and g strictly to obtain a clean series of similar tropospheric jet conditions, to examine how eddies maintain a single-and double-jet state, and to explore how the conditions of the mean flow influence the propagation of eddies. It should be noted that we are not looking at the dynamical mechanisms as to how « and g adjust the tropospheric state. Further information on those topics can be found in Polvani and Kushner (2002) , Kushner and Polvani (2004) , and Chan and Plumb (2009) .
The experiments considered here are forced with the parameters for « and g taken from Chan and Plumb (2009) and are listed in Table 1 . An overview of the steady-state solutions we obtain are given in Fig. 1 . Figure 1 plots the location and magnitude of the zonal wind maxima in statistically steady state averaged over the upper troposphere as a function of the strength of the stratospheric jet as controlled by g and the degree of seasonality «.
It should be noted that Fig. 1 was obtained by first interpolating the vertically averaged and pressureweighted zonal-mean zonal wind in statistically steady state with a cubic spline, then evaluating this fitted data for local wind maxima in latitude. This interpolation is to better resolve the jet location, as there are often only one or two grid points between a jet maximum and minimum. As a result of this interpolation, magnitudes of the jets are somewhat overestimated in Fig. 1 .
The seasonality « and strength of the stratospheric jet g each influence the tropospheric circulation in a different way. Increasing « through adjusting the equilibrium temperature in (4) shifts the latitude of maximum heating off the equator and into the Southern Hemisphere. This mimics Southern Hemisphere summer and has the effect of shifting the termination of the Northern Hemisphere Hadley circulation, and thus the location of the subtropical jet, equatorward. A figure of these equilibrium states can be found in Fig. 1 of Chan and Plumb (2009) .
In Fig. 1 , perturbing the equilibrium temperature by increasing the seasonality between 0 and 30 K, thus shifting the maximum heating farther into the Southern Hemisphere, forms a gradual transition from a merged jet with both eddy-driven and subtropical characteristics located at relatively low latitudes to a predominant eddy-driven jet at higher latitudes, and finally to a double-jet state where the subtropical jet splits from the eddy-driven jet. Here the subtropical jet tends to sit around 208N and is much weaker, approximately 30-40 m s 21 , than the eddy-driven jet.
As the strength of the stratospheric jet g increases, the central latitude of the jets, particularly the eddy-driven jet, moves poleward until a splitting of the subtropical and eddy-driven jets occurs, as seen in cases with « 5 20-and 30-K seasonality.
Examples of a single-jet and double-jet zonal wind profile are given in Fig. 2 . Figure 2a shows the zonalmean wind profile of experiment 0a with no stratospheric jet and hemispherically symmetric heating. Figure 2b is the zonal-mean wind state for experiment 3d with a double jet in the troposphere and a strong stratospheric jet. The generation of a mean meridional temperature gradient by increasing g can be seen in the temperature field of the stratosphere with experiment 3d having a cold pool of air over the poles. As discussed, it is this meridional temperature gradient that drives the stratospheric jet.
For reference, the time-averaged fields of eddy momentum flux convergence for a single-jet case and 
double-jet case are shown in Figs. 2c and 2d, respectively. Equations for eddy momentum flux convergence and the Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux vectors will be given in a later section (section 3). Eddy momentum flux convergence is centered within the eddy-driven jet in both cases and is in a more poleward position for the double-jet scenario.
In the single-jet configuration, Rossby wave propagation is vertically limited to the troposphere, while some wave activity is present within the stratospheric polar vortex in the double-jet configuration. Both equatorward and poleward propagation of Rossby waves is seen in the single-jet case. Within the double-jet configuration, however, eddy momentum flux divergence is primarily located in the subtropical jet, suggesting a preferential propagation of Rossby waves into the subtropics within the double-jet configuration. We will consider a subset of our experiments in Table  1 . In this, we hold fixed the seasonality parameter « and vary g such that we obtain a transition between a singlejet state with small g to a double-jet state as g increases. We choose to fix « 5 20 K to obtain this transition. This subset is labeled as ''2a-d'' in Table 1 and in the overview of the statistically steady-state jet structure in Fig. 1 . For simplicity, we will focus on this subset of experiments for the remainder of the paper; however, these results hold across the entire parameter range we have tested.
Linear theory and diagnostics
OV13 found that long and short waves interact in very different manners with the subtropical and eddy-driven jet. They found that long waves had a characteristic eddy momentum flux convergence pattern that encouraged jet merger, while short waves were trapped within the eddy-driven jet waveguide and only enhanced the eddydriven jet. These conclusions were drawn from the relative distance long and short waves may propagate meridionally, and this distance is measured by the Rossby wave refractive index.
The refractive index is a measure of wave propagation and reflection within a region. The refractive index is a function of both the wavelength of a wave and features of the mean flow, such as the mean stratification, planetary vorticity, and the zonal-mean winds. Waves preferentially propagate in regions where the refractive index is large and finite, such as those within a westerly wind core, and are reflected when the refractive index approaches 0. Similarly, waves break when the refractive index approaches positive infinity.
The refractive index squared for Rossby waves in a baroclinic atmosphere with a zonal-mean zonal wind is given by
where U 5 u(a cosf) 21 is the zonal-mean zonal angular velocity for a zonal wind u, C 5 c(a cosf) 21 is the zonal angular phase speed of a wave, V is the planetary rotation rate, a is the radius of Earth, p is pressure, N 2 is the buoyancy frequency, and k is the zonal wavenumber. The derivation of the refractive index squared, including assumptions made and the vertical coordinate z used here, is given in the appendix.
Much of this work relies on the theories of wavemean flow interaction developed by Eliassen and Palm (1960) and expanded into the well-known EliassenPalm flux theory by Edmon Jr. et al. (1980) . The EP flux is a zonal-mean vector with vertical and meridional components defined in spherical coordinates as
are the full EP flux vectors (Andrews et al. 1987) . Here, f is the Coriolis parameter, f is latitude, z is a log-pressure vertical coordinate, y and u are the meridional and zonal components of the wind, respectively, and u is the potential temperature. Primes denote departures from the zonal average, and overbars are the zonal average. In (8), the meridional component F (f) is dominated by the eddy momentum flux, while the heat flux term dominates the vertical component F ( p) . It can be shown that F represents the propagation of wave activity, thus of Rossby waves, in the atmosphere (Vallis 2006; Andrews et al. 1987 ). We will thus refer only to the momentum flux and heat flux terms of the horizontal and vertical components of the EP flux vectors, respectively.
We will be primarily concerned with the convergence of eddy momentum flux on the sphere, thus the horizontal component of F. The scales of the horizontal and vertical components of the EP flux vector are often greatly disparate and difficult to plot as vectors. In such cases, it is often true that the vertical component of F is scaled by ( p/p 0 ) k , where p 0 is the surface reference pressure and k 5 R/c p is the ratio of the dry gas constant and the heat capacity at constant pressure. The instances where the EP flux vector is plotted herein, however, have the vertical component scaled for visual clarity given our domain, resolution, and choice of graphical arrows. As this work focuses primarily on the convergence of F, the vectors in these plots are shown only to get a general idea of the propagation direction and rough magnitude of Rossby waves.
Phase speed bounds
Cospectral analyses of eddy momentum flux convergence in zonal phase speed space have been widely used in discussing the propagation of Rossby waves through a zonal-mean flow (Randel and Held 1991; Son and Lee 2005; Chen et al. 2007a; Barnes and Hartmann 2011) . In this framework, eddy momentum flux convergence as a function of zonal phase speed c is bounded below the zonal-mean wind velocity (Randel and Held 1991) . OV13 showed that there exists an additional minimum bound on the zonal phase speed. This minimum bound on c represents the phase speed at which a wave of a given wavelength k is reflected and gives insight into why long waves with small k may propagate farther meridionally than short waves with large k.
Bounds on the zonal phase speed for a baroclinic atmosphere with a zonal-mean flow are given by u 2
(1/a)(›q/›f)
and can be obtained from the refractive index square in (6). The derivation for these phase speed bounds is given in the appendix. The minimum phase speed bound is obtained under the condition that the squared refractive index n 2 be nonnegative. The inequalities that bound c are also derived under the assumption of a positive potential vorticity gradient. In conditions where the potential vorticity gradient is negative, such as in regions of baroclinic instability, this inequality is reversed. The parameters of (9) are the same as in (6), including one for the characteristic depth of the atmosphere H 0 and the zonalmean potential vorticity gradient q given in (10).
Considering the sum of eddy momentum flux activity over all wavenumbers does not allow for any exploration of the wavelength-dependent minimum phase speed bound limit. Because of this, and because of two particularly striking patterns of eddy momentum flux convergence, we consider waves to be classified as either zonally long or short with zonal phase speeds given for each group given by 1 # k # 5 and 6 # k # 10, respectively.
The cutoff between wavenumbers 5 and 6 is chosen as the lengths of these waves are roughly that of the midlatitude deformation radius. We will additionally show that there is a relatively abrupt difference in the eddy momentum flux convergence patterns between wavenumbers 5 and 6. We choose to consider the behavior of waves based on their wavenumber because of its importance in the minimum phase speed bound; however, a similar analysis could be done separating out fast and slow modes. As a general statement, though, for a given refractive index, long waves tend to behave as slow modes while short waves behave as faster modes.
a. Eddy momentum flux convergence
Before considering the impact of wavelengthdependent refractive index on the meridional propagation of Rossby waves, we consider the overall patterns of eddy momentum flux convergence for all, long, and short waves. Figure 3 displays the EP flux associated with all ( Fig. 3a) , long (Fig. 3b) , and short ( Fig. 3c) waves in experiment 2c. We should note here that this work focuses on the meridional propagation of waves and thus on the horizontal component of the EP flux. Overall, both long and short waves are generated near the surface and propagate upward to approximately 200 hPa at the core of the eddy-driven jet. As can be seen from the near-surface EP flux vectors in Fig. 3 , short waves tend to originate near a central latitude of 408, while long waves tend to originate near the surface at approximately 508 latitude.
The total eddy momentum flux convergence field is largely dominated by the action of short waves, with the strongest EP flux divergence at the core of the eddydriven jet and convergence in the core of the subtropical jet. Some limited poleward propagation of short waves is evident in Fig. 3c ; however, many short waves tend to propagate toward the equator. Horizontal EP flux divergence of short waves tends to be centered at the jet altitude of 300 hPa. There is little short-wave activity below 500 hPa or above 200 hPa.
Long waves, while weaker than short waves, show a much deeper vertical structure. EP flux vectors for long waves reveal the expected upward propagation of long waves into the stratospheric jet in agreement with the theory of vertically propagating long waves (Andrews et al. 1987; Matsuno 1970) . Much of the total EP flux divergence poleward of the eddy-driven jet (Fig. 3c) is associated with poleward-propagating long waves. At the jet altitude, long waves behave similarly to short waves with EP flux divergence (eddy momentum flux convergence) at the core of the eddy-driven jet and EP flux convergence (eddy momentum flux divergence) at the core of the subtropical jet.
Below 500 hPa, however, long waves show a unique structure with eddy momentum flux convergence on the flanks of the eddy-driven jet and divergence within the core of the eddy-driven jet. This eddy momentum flux convergence pattern acts to decelerate and broaden the near-surface westerlies. This pattern is most consistent with the barotropic model of OV13, revealing that the mechanisms active in that model carry over to the stratified sphere. In a mass-weighted perspective, this region constitutes half of the atmosphere; thus, these patterns of eddy momentum flux convergence are not negligible. For a further comparison to the barotropic model of OV13, we consider the pressure-weighted vertical integral of eddy momentum flux convergence over four experiments ranging from a single-jet state to a doublejet state. The patterns of eddy momentum flux convergence associated with short waves and long waves for the experiment suite 2a-c is seen in Fig. 4 .
The dominance of short waves in the total eddy momentum flux convergence (Figs. 4a,c) is again evident in the vertical integral. Total eddy momentum flux convergence follows the textbook pattern of convergence in the core of the eddy-driven jet and divergence on the flanks. Here, divergence over all waves and short waves is preferentially poleward in the single-jet case of 2a only, but this changes to the equatorward side of the jet for experiments 2b-d.
The lower-tropospheric pattern of long-wave eddy momentum flux convergence from Fig. 3 is again seen here when taking the mass-weighted vertical integral of Fig. 4b . Long waves have significant contributions to the convergence of eddy momentum flux in the regions of strongest wind shear. Unlike short waves, long waves do not contribute much to the convergence in the center of the eddy-driven jet. Like short waves, long waves contribute to breaking both on the poleward flank of the eddy-driven jet and in the core of the subtropical jet. In the mass-weighted vertical integral, the low-level (700 hPa) long-wave eddy momentum flux divergence seen in Fig. 3b is nearly canceled by the long-wave eddy momentum flux convergence at the core of jet near 300 hPa such that long waves have a near-zero eddy momentum flux convergence in the core of the eddydriven jet in Fig. 4b .
It should be noted that the dominance of long-wave breaking on the poleward flank of the eddy-driven jet in the mass-weighted perspective of Fig. 4b is primarily due to the low-level breaking of long waves. In the upper troposphere and at jet level, waves preferentially break on the equatorial side of the eddy-driven jet, as seen in Fig. 3b .
b. Wavelength dependence and cospectral diagnostics
To determine the applicability of the phase speed bounds given in (9) to horizontal eddy propagation on the sphere, we utilize the cospectral diagrams of Randel and Held (1991) . We decompose the horizontal eddy momentum flux u 0 y 0 as a function of zonal phase speed c, latitude f, and zonal wavenumber k. We can include the upper and lower bounds of phase speed from (9) in a plot of this cospectral amplitude for a given k, or summed over a subset of k, as a function of zonal phase speed and latitude. The minimum phase speed bound for a group of waves, such as that for long waves and short waves, will be shown as the minimum of the set. This is typically the phase speed of the longest wave, such as k 5 1 for long waves and k 5 6 for short waves.
Wave-tracing theory suggests that waves may propagate meridionally away from a region of generation until reaching a latitude at which their refractive index is either zero, a turning latitude, or infinite, a critical latitude (Hoskins and Ambrizzi 1993) . To the extent that linear theory is applicable, these waves will reflect off of turning latitudes and break upon their critical latitudes. In terms of cospectral diagnostics and the phase speed bounds given in (9), the turning latitude is the location at which a propagating wave of a given phase speed c encounters a region where c 5 c min . Similarly, a wave reaches a critical latitude when c 5 c max 5 u. At both of these limits, the meridional group velocity of the wave tends toward zero, preventing further propagation.
Wave breaking at critical lines leads to an irreversible eddy momentum flux out of the region of breaking. This behavior appears as a divergence of eddy momentum flux in cospectral diagrams. The combined effect of 
convergence of eddy momentum flux into the core of the eddy-driven jet and divergence on its flanks maintains the eddy-driven jet against dissipation. However, waves that propagate into lower latitudes can interact with the subtropical jet, leading to, effectively, an interaction of the midlatitudes with the subtropics. It is thus of scientific interest to consider the propagation patterns of these waves, especially given the filtering effect of wavelength-dependent minimum phase speed bounds.
Eddy momentum flux convergence decomposed into phase speed and latitude for experiment 2c at three altitudes is shown in Fig. 5 . As expected, nearly all eddy momentum flux activity is restricted below the maximum phase speed bound. Over all wavenumbers, wave breaking occurs preferentially at the latitude of the subtropical jet and secondarily on the poleward flank of the eddy-driven jet. Here, surface winds restrict the minimum phase speed of waves more so than c min in (9), as the surface winds tend to be faster than the minimum phase speed bounds for the wavelengths considered here. This is in contrast to the barotropic model of OV13, where, in the absence of a lower-layer wind, the minimum phase speed was the dominant lower bound.
The cospectral diagnostics of short and long waves seen in Fig. 5 will be discussed for long and short waves separately below. The vertical levels are chosen to be near the core of the jet in the upper troposphere (344 hPa), in the midtroposphere (514 hPa), and in the baroclinically unstable layer in the lower troposphere (747 hPa). Eddy momentum flux convergence patterns in the upper-and midtropospheric depths (Figs. 5a-f ) are similar; however, those at the midtropospheric depth (Figs. 5d-f ) most resemble that of the mass-weighted vertical integral of Fig. 4 .
It should be noted that the lower troposphere (Figs. 5g-i) is within the baroclinically unstable region of the troposphere; thus, the minimum phase speed bounds c min for long and short waves are, in fact, greater than the upper bound c max from (9). This reversal of bounds occurs in regions where the mean potential vorticity gradient is negative because of the baroclinic component of the mean potential vorticity gradient. Nonetheless, this layer is shown for completeness; however, theories of wave propagation similar to Hoskins and Ambrizzi (1993) and those presented here may not apply within this layer, as it is inherently unstable. As such, the discussion of short-wave and long-wave propagation dynamics will focus on the cospectral analysis of the upper-and midtropospheric depths.
c. Short waves
From Fig. 5 , we again see that the spectrum of eddy momentum flux convergence is dominated by short waves at all levels. With the exception of the lower troposphere, short waves behave as expected, wherein waves are generated near the core of the eddy-driven jet via near-surface baroclinic instability. Unlike the b-plane model of OV13, short waves do not break symmetrically across the axis of the eddy-driven jet because of the reduction of the planetary vorticity gradient near the poles.
Short waves propagate preferentially into the subtropical jet region, as can be seen from the strong, shortwave eddy momentum flux divergence in these regions in Fig. 5 . This indicates that short waves interact with the subtropical jet and, thus, the tropical circulation. This is strongly contrasting the results of OV13, where short waves were largely confined to the eddy-driven jet because of the presence of a turning latitude in the eddydriven jet region.
The effect of turning lines, or regions with a weak potential vorticity gradient, is not as evident here as on the b-plane model of OV13. OV13 found that the interjet potential vorticity gradient was sufficiently weak to prevent the horizontal propagation of short waves because of the relatively high minimum phase speed bound there. When the interjet potential vorticity gradient is weak, c min ' c max for short waves. This is equivalent to saying short waves encounter a reflecting line at latitudes where c(k) 5 c min .
Here, however, the interjet potential vorticity gradient is sufficiently strong as to permit the propagation of short waves into the subtropical jet. The effect of the minimum phase speed bound, and thus reflection, does not appear to play as large of a role in a stratified, spherical domain. Rather, the surface winds determine the minimum phase speed of short waves. The critical lines, or upper phase speed bounds, limit the meridional propagation of short waves more so than the reflecting line or the minimum phase speed bound.
Nonetheless, it should be noted that the forcing of short waves here differs from that in OV13. The barotropic b-plane model of OV13 includes the excitation of waves of wavenumbers 6-15; thus, short waves were generated by the imposed stirring of the vorticity field. Here, short waves are generated from baroclinic instability within the model storm tracks, much like that of Earth's atmosphere. Despite the differences in forcing, geometry, and stratification, the eddy momentum flux convergence associated with short waves in this model is similar to that of OV13. Additionally, the minimum phase speed bound may be important for circulations where c min was greater than the surface winds, such as for either very weak surface winds or for very short waves.
d. Long waves
Long waves, or those with zonal wavenumbers between 1 and 5 are associated with slowly moving disturbances propagating predominantly eastward at phase speeds less than 10 m s 21 ; however, there is some evidence of westward-moving waves in Fig. 5 . Long waves have such small minimum phase speed bounds that turning latitudes are not significant in their propagation.
In the case of a double-jet atmosphere, long waves may propagate freely between them with little interruption. The interjet minimum in the potential vorticity gradient is still transparent to long waves. Long-wave eddy momentum flux convergence is characterized by regions of convergence (wave generation) on the poleward flank of the eddy-driven jet and in the interjet region and divergence (wave breaking) in the core of both the subtropical and eddy-driven jets (Fig. 5) . Eddy momentum flux convergence is dominated by zonal wavenumber k 5 5, as seen in Fig. 6; however, there are some weak patterns from zonal wavenumbers k 5 3 and 4. The longest waves, k 5 1 and 2, are not evident in the eddy momentum flux cospectra at 514 hPa shown in Fig. 6 , in part because of their ability to penetrate much higher into the troposphere and even stratosphere before being refracted meridionally.
These extremely long waves, at k 5 1 and 2, are not negligible overall and have been noted to be extremely important in the coupling of the troposphere with the stratosphere. However, as we are focused on waves propagating meridionally between the double jets in the tropopause, these waves do not contribute greatly to our discussion here.
The pattern of eddy momentum flux convergence here for long waves opposes that of short waves. Long waves tend to act against the action of short waves, which typically decelerate the interjet region and accelerate the eddy-driven jet core. This pattern effectively erodes the double-jet state and has a tendency to draw the atmosphere back to that of a single, merged jet. This is also a characteristic of the interjet disturbances of Kim and Lee (2004) , suggesting that the long waves in this study are related to IJDs. Like the IJDs of Kim and Lee (2004) , these waves are not likely a part of the typical baroclinic wave life cycle like the short waves considered here.
Surface friction and long-wave eddy momentum flux
Jet latitude can be controlled by a number of factors beyond the two, seasonality and strength of the ) of experiment 2c for individual wavenumbers, given in the upper-left corner of each plot, as measured at 514 hPa. Note that the color bar for dominant wavenumbers 4-6 is twice that of wavenumbers 1-3 and 7-9. stratospheric jet, including the effects of surface friction, as described by Chen et al. (2007b) . Changing surface friction can adjust the vertical structure of the wind field, leading to a more barotropic atmosphere under weak friction and a more sheared profile under increased friction. We consider here a small test to examine the sensitivity of the wave-mean flow interaction described previously to different surface friction damping rates from the model's initial damping time scale of 1 day 21 to a reduced time scale of 0.57 day
21
, herein called the ''weak surface damping'' case, and an increased Rayleigh damping time scale of 4 day 21 or ''strong surface damping.'' The control case considered is that of 3b, an experimental case with a strong double jet in statistically steady state ( Fig. 1) with a slightly stronger seasonality and a weaker stratospheric jet than the previously considered test case of 2c. Figure 7 displays the long-wave eddy momentum flux convergence for the strong, control, and weak surface damping. We see that the long-wave control case for 3b looks similar to that of 2c previously shown in Fig. 3b . Both of these experiments have characteristics of a double jet in the upper troposphere, and both display the pattern of lower-tropospheric long-wave eddy momentum flux divergence at the core of the eddy-driven jet and divergence in the regions of strong meridional shear on the flanks of the jets.
As expected, increasing the surface friction rate decreases the magnitude of the surface winds. In the strongdrag case of Fig. 7b the surface winds are near zero, while in the decreased-drag case of Fig. 7c , the winds are about 5 m s 21 greater than that of the control case.
While the change in surface wind speeds is unsurprising, increasing the surface friction rate as in Fig. 7b leads to a dramatic collapse of the double-jet structure. This is consistent with the surface friction experiments of Chen et al. (2007b) . In Chen et al. (2007b) , increasing (decreasing) the surface friction shifts the surface westerlies equatorward (poleward) and with it the eddydriven jet. Also expected in Fig. 7b is the reduction in wind magnitude. Surprisingly, though, increasing the surface friction effectively removes the anomalous long-wave eddy momentum flux pattern seen previously. Instead, long waves act similarly to short waves in that they accelerate the jet core, decelerate the flanks, and are confined to the mid-to upper troposphere. This may suggest that the anomalous pattern of long-wave eddy momentum flux convergence in the near surface of experiment 2c in Fig. 3 and of experiment 3c in Fig. 7a requires a doublejet zonal-mean flow.
Meanwhile, decreasing the surface friction, as in Fig. 7c , enhances the pattern relative to the control case in Fig. 7a . In this weak drag case, the surface winds are shifted poleward and strengthened, and the double-jet structure is enhanced. Along with the enhancement of the double-jet structure is the strengthening of the longwave eddy momentum flux convergence pattern in the lower half of the troposphere.
The strengthened eddy momentum flux convergence pattern seen in Fig. 7c relative to the control case is consistent with increased zonal-mean zonal winds, particularly in the lower troposphere. As in Chen et al. (2007b) , reducing the surface friction leads to a more barotropic atmosphere where vertical shears are weakened and horizontal shears are enhanced. The longwave eddy momentum flux convergence again appears in regions of strong meridional shear in the zonal-mean zonal wind.
The dependence of the long-wave eddy momentum flux convergence pattern on the structure of the jets, specifically on the presence of a single or double jet in the zonal mean, will be explored further using a composite analysis of single-jet and double-jet days within a single integration.
Composite analysis of the development of a double jet
A unique feature of the double-jet atmospheric state is that it has the potential for strong meridional shears in the zonal-mean zonal wind between the eddy-driven and subtropical jets. In OV13, these meridional shears were strong enough to occasionally lead to an overturning of the potential vorticity gradient, thus satisfying the Rayleigh-Kuo criterion for barotropic instability. It was thus hypothesized in OV13 that the anomalous longwave eddy momentum flux convergence patterns may be associated with barotropic instability and the presence of these strongly sheared interjet regions when the zonal mean takes on a double-jet state. As these patterns persist in the stratified, spherical model here, we investigate the relationship between this long-wave behavior and the structure of the zonal-mean zonal winds.
There exists a large degree of natural variability within any given steady-state integration considered in this study, not unlike the observed atmosphere, such that for one experiment we may have both strong singlejet and strong double-jet days. We may take advantage of this internal variability and consider a composite analysis over single-and double-jet days within a single experiment to directly compare the role of long-and short-wave eddy momentum flux to the jet state without changing the overall forcing parameters of seasonality or the strength of the stratospheric jet. By identifying instances of a particularly strong double jet, we may also consider the role of wave driving in the development and maintenance of the double-jet structure.
To consider a composite analysis of these circulation features, however, we must first identify single-jet and double-jet days for an experiment. These days are distinguished by the barotropic component of the interjet potential vorticity gradient. This measure is at a minimum during double-jet days and a maximum during single-jet days.
a. Temporal variability within integrations
Before considering the barotropic component of the total potential vorticity gradient, it is useful to describe the model's baroclinic regions by discussing the full meridional potential vorticity gradient on the stratified sphere. The zonal-mean meridional potential vorticity gradient is given by
In interjet region, q f is at a midtroposphere minimum because of the strong meridional curvature in the profile of zonal-mean zonal wind [i.e., the second derivative of U in the potential vorticity gradient given in (10)].
Following the Rayleigh-Kuo criterion for instability, the classic case of baroclinic instability arises when q f of (10) changes sign within the domain. This typically occurs in the lower levels because of the strength of the vertical shear term of (10), and that is indeed the case here.
The overturning of the potential vorticity gradient, and thus the location of the baroclinic regions within the model, can be seen by considering the frequency of overturning of (10) across experiments 2a-c in Fig. 8 . As the double-jet structure emerges, a negative potential vorticity gradient becomes more frequent in the interjet region at approximately 208-308 latitude and between the surface and 600 hPa, owing in part to the increasing FIG. 8 . Percentage of days out of the total steady-state integration (frequency) in which the zonal-mean total potential vorticity gradient [see (10)] is less than zero (colors) for experiments 2a-d. The contours of zonal-mean zonal wind are shown in black. Panels differ in the strength of the stratospheric vortex (see Table 1 ), a parameter that, as it strengthens, leads to the development of a double-jet state, as shown.
zonal wind shear and the weakening of the barotropic component of q f given in (10). The barotropic component of the mean potential vorticity gradient in (10) is given as
It is important to note that the barotropic potential vorticity gradient in (11) neglects the vertical curvature of the zonal-mean zonal wind found in (10), a component that is significant near the surface of the midlatitudes and is associated with baroclinic instability. That is to say, we focus on the potential vorticity gradient absent any effects of vertical shear. This is similar to considering either an individual layer of the atmosphere or meridional shear over the integrated tropospheric depth. We consider this barotropic component in order to relate these results back to those of the barotropic model of OV13. Additionally, by focusing on the barotropic component of the potential vorticity gradient, we can identify days with a strong meridional shear of the zonalmean zonal wind in the interjet region that is indicative of a double jet.
Analysis of the frequency of overturning of the zonalmean barotropic component of the potential vorticity gradient of (11) is seen in Fig. 9 for experiments 2a-c spanning both single-and double-jet mean flows. We find there are indeed days where the barotropic component of the potential vorticity gradient changes sign in the interjet region at approximately 258 latitude and at an altitude of 400 hPa; however, this is intermittent and only occurs on approximately 30% of the days of the statistically steady-state integration. These intermittent days of very weak barotropic potential vorticity are days within statistically steady state where the double jet is the most pronounced.
b. Binning methodology
Days with an extreme positive or negative interjet potential vorticity gradient are identified using a time series of the zonal and daily averaged barotropic potential vorticity gradient given in (11) for experiment 3c. This time series is then averaged vertically over pressure levels to identify the interjet latitude at which the horizontal potential vorticity gradient most often changes sign. Single-and double-jet days are identified as those greater and less than 1.5 standard deviations above the statistically steady-state time mean. A similar composite analysis is used in Kim and Lee (2004) to analyze the development of interjet disturbances.
c. Long waves
Long-wave eddy momentum flux in integrations with double-jet mean states had a characteristic pattern of divergence at the core of the jets and convergence on the flanks of the eddy-driven jet (Fig. 4b, for example) . We see in Fig. 10c that this pattern is starkly enhanced in the composite over days with a double jet within the singleintegration 3c. The composite over single-jet days (Fig. 10a) has a pattern very similar to that of the time mean (Fig. 10b) , despite the fact that the time mean indeed has a separate eddy-driven and subtropical jet.
In Figs. 10d and 10f , we consider the momentum flux convergence anomalies to the mean by taking the difference between the single-and double-jet composites and the time average. The long-wave eddy momentum flux convergence anomalies on single-jet days (Fig. 10d) show an enhanced convergence of momentum into the poleward flank of the eddy-driven jet and divergence along the core of the subtropical jet and within the interjet region. This suggests that waves are accelerating the poleward flank of the eddy-driven jet, thus broadening it, while damping the subtropical jet leading to a single, dominant eddy-driven jet at a slightly more equatorward latitude than in the time mean.
Meanwhile, the composite over double-jet days in Fig. 10f has a pattern of anomalies that opposes that of the control case. Here, long waves are generated on both the poleward flank of the eddy-driven jet and within the interjet region. Relative to the time mean (Fig. 10e) , wave-driven mean-flow acceleration is reduced at the core of the eddy-driven jet and enhanced in the subtropical jet.
d. Short waves
Short waves, as shown in Fig. 11 , are not as strongly influenced by structure of the single-or double-jet state as long waves. Composites over both single- (Fig. 11a ) and double-jet (Fig. 11c ) days are very similar to the time mean (Fig. 11b) with few notable differences. The composite over single-jet days (Fig. 11a) has a convergence region that is shifted slightly equatorward relative to the mean. Double-jet days (Fig. 11c) have relatively weaker convergence in the core of the eddy-driven jet and less breaking within the subtropical jet.
In the composite over single-jet events (Fig. 11d) , there is an equatorward shift of the short-wave eddy momentum flux convergence region within the eddydriven jet centered around 408 and a slight strengthening of short-wave eddy momentum flux divergence within the subtropical jet. There is a slight reduction in wave breaking, or eddy momentum flux divergence, within the subtropical jet in the composite over double-jet events (anomalous positive activity in the subtropical jet region of Fig. 11f) , suggesting a reduction of equatorwardpropagating short waves. This agrees well with the idea that the presence of a weak interjet potential vorticity gradient limits the propagation of short waves as a result of the presence of turning latitudes.
e. Development of the double jet
In addition to considering the structure of the zonalmean zonal wind and eddy momentum flux convergence over a composite of strong single-and double-jet days, composite analysis allows us to consider the development of these states in time and the role that long and short waves play in the maintenance of the zonal wind structure. In particular, we may consider here the eddy momentum flux convergence leading up to a strong double-jet event, here occurring at the composite day 0, and how, once a double jet is formed, it steadily maintains that structure at times upward of 20 days.
A time-lag composite of the anomalous zonally averaged, vertically integrated zonal velocity field (Fig. 12a) and total eddy momentum flux convergence for all, long, and short waves (Figs. 12b-d) for extreme double-jet days within experiment 3c is shown in Fig. 12 . Day 0 indicates the day of minimum of the interjet horizontal potential vorticity gradient. From the zonal-mean winds of Fig. 12a , we can see that the central latitudes of the eddy-driven and subtropical jets are at approximately FIG. 9 . Percentage of days out of the total steady-state integration (''frequency'') in which the zonal-mean barotropic component of the potential vorticity gradient [see (11)] is less than zero (colors) for experiments 2a-d. The contours of zonal-mean zonal wind are shown in black. Panels differ in the strength of the stratospheric vortex, a parameter that, as it strengthens, leads to the development of a double-jet state, as shown.
458 and 208N, respectively, while the interjet location is at approximately 278N. At day 0, the vertically averaged horizontal potential vorticity gradient calculated using (11) is only weakly positive. The zonal-mean winds show an anomalous strengthening of the eddy-driven jet center and weakening of the winds in the interjet region preceding the minimum horizontal potential vorticity gradient from approximately day 25 to day 21. Total eddy momentum flux convergence for this time period (Fig. 12b) shows an anomalous convergence preceding the strengthening of the eddy-driven jet. This anomalous eddy momentum flux convergence is driven by an anomalous strengthening of both long-and short-wave eddy momentum flux convergence between 408 and 608N. While the overall time-mean short-wave eddy momentum flux convergence is larger than that of long waves within the eddydriven jet, the anomalous long-wave eddy momentum flux convergence is slightly larger than the short-wave eddy momentum flux convergence preceding day 0.
Both long and short waves contribute an anomalous divergence within the interjet region, suggesting a weak poleward shift in the center of wave generation; however, short-wave eddy momentum flux convergence shows little overall changes in latitudinal location from average preceding day 0. It should be noted that both long waves and short waves contribute to the anomalous eddy momentum flux convergence preceding day 0; however, the magnitude of the anomaly to the time mean of long-wave eddy momentum flux convergence is slightly larger in magnitude than that of the anomalous short-wave eddy momentum flux convergence.
The days following day 0 reveal almost a complete reversal of the anomalous eddy momentum flux convergence patterns for both long and short waves. Eddy momentum flux convergence is enhanced in the interjet region and strongly weakened in the eddy-driven jet region, suggesting waves of both wavelengths are accelerating the winds in the interjet region at the expense of the eddy-driven jet core.
Long-wave eddy momentum flux is, in fact, divergent (negative) at day 0 and for the 5 days following within the eddy-driven jet core, suggesting that long waves are acting to weaken the winds in this region. Long-wave eddy momentum flux convergence changes sign within the eddy-driven jet core from strongly convergent to strongly divergent in the days preceding and following day 0. Short waves are always convergent within the eddy-driven jet core and are overall weakened in the days following day 0. The eddy-driven jet wind field shifts poleward, and an anomalous strengthening of the subtropical jet can be identified in the days following day 0 (Fig. 12a) . This anomalous double-jet state persists beyond 20 days after the onset of the minimum interjet potential vorticity gradient at day 0.
This composite analysis of the vertically averaged zonal winds suggests that anomalous long-wave eddy momentum flux convergence within the eddy-driven jet and divergence within the interjet region assist in the strengthening and poleward shift of the eddy-driven jet. This strengthening enhances the horizontal wind shears within the interjet region and weakens the horizontal potential vorticity gradient until it reaches its weakly positive minimum value.
At day 0 and for the days following, the long-wave eddy momentum flux convergence abruptly changes sign within the eddy-driven jet region, and short-wave eddy activity is drastically reduced. Long waves now strongly accelerate the interjet region and weaken the eddy-driven jet core. Beyond 15 days, the eddy momentum flux fields return to average; however, the anomalous wind patterns generated from days 0 to 15 persist, suggesting a wave-driven shift in the equilibrium zonal wind state to that of a persistent, strong double jet.
Summary and conclusions
We created an array of single-and double-jet, steadystate, atmospheric regimes using an idealized, atmosphereonly spherical model described in section 2. These states are achieved by varying parameters controlling the strength of the stratospheric polar vortex and the degree of asymmetric heating between the hemispheres. Strong asymmetric heating and a strong stratospheric polar vortex lead to a double jet in the modeled Northern Hemisphere. These conditions also correspond to a strong wintertime hemisphere.
We focused on the effects of wave generation and breaking in the double-jet regime and found the patterns of eddy momentum flux convergence for long and short waves largely consistent with those of OV13, with notable differences in the importance of the interjet minimum phase speed bounds and the horizontal propagation of short waves. The atmospheric double jet, identified by a dual maximum in the upper-tropospheric zonal-mean zonal wind, features an interjet region identified by weakened potential vorticity gradients; however, this minimum is not strong enough to reflect short waves as in the barotropic model. As seen in OV13, this interjet region can filter meridionally propagating waves by wavelength such that waves longer than the deformation radius may be propagated from the eddy-driven jet to the subtropical jet. OV13 found that this wavenumber-dependent filtering effect can be identified by minimum bounds on the zonal phase speed.
While minimum phase speed bounds and turning latitudes do not appear to have as strong a restriction to Rossby wave propagation as they did on the b plane of OV13, the separate effects of long and short waves on the eddy-driven and subtropical jets appear to be qualitatively similar. Short waves enhanced the eddy-driven jet, while long waves, active strongly in the double-jet case, acted as a negative feedback on the jet structure, leading to an acceleration of the interjet region and a merger of the jets.
Short-wave reflection was less apparent in this model than in that of OV13. Short Rossby waves were largely confined to the eddy-driven jet; however, short-wave eddy momentum flux divergence is evident in the subtropical jet (see Figs. 3c and 4c as examples), suggesting short waves were able to propagate through the interjet region and break at the core of the subtropical jet. The resulting eddy momentum flux from short waves breaking in the subtropical jet region leads to a tendency to accelerate the eddy-driven jet core and decelerate the subtropical jet. This interaction of short-wave eddy momentum flux divergence with the subtropical jet was not as evident in the b-plane model of OV13.
Long waves have a characteristic eddy momentum flux convergence pattern that differs greatly from short waves and classical theory for waves generated by baroclinic instability within the storm tracks. In a pressure-weighted, averaged, long-wave eddy momentum flux, convergence was associated with the interjet region and the poleward flank of the eddy-driven jet (Fig. 4) ; however, these features were predominately located in the lower half of the troposphere (Fig. 3b) . We found these features are not an artifact of surface friction (Fig. 7) .
The different pattern of eddy momentum flux convergence between long waves and short waves suggests different generation mechanisms for each wave class. By comparing a composite analysis of single-and double-jet days in section 6, we found that the long-wave eddy momentum flux convergence pattern leads to a deceleration of the eddy-driven jet core and an acceleration of the jet flanks. This pattern was most active in the double-jet regime, suggesting these long waves require the strong shear associated with a double jet. It is of future interest to determine the mechanism for generating long waves, particularly at wavenumber k 5 5, in the double-jet configuration.
